
Web Design / Development

Update your existing website or design an exciting new platform with one of our web project options. We 
can work with you to develop services and web-based solutions which will work wonders for your business.

Administration as Standard

Managed Security & Backups

Technical Support & Training

Cool Animations! Hot Deals! An Imaginative Approach!
Our websites are not only effective but are fun too! We can create custom 
banner animations and create promotions to keep users engaged with the 
message you are trying to get across. We use our imagination to ensure an 
increase in business and higher retention of regular website users. 

Fully supported in the UK
Our website team are based in the UK and waiting to take 
your call. We have extensive skills building all different 
types of websites inlcuding image focused designs (for 
portfolios), commercial sites and eCommerce setups. 

Created on the world’s most user friendly platform with a huge variety of options and room for expansion.

Websites built on Wordpress - Made to Measure
We build all of our websites on the world’s most expansive 
platform, Wordpress. This offers the quickest creation and most 
flexibility without compromising on style, SEO or security. 

From single-page sites to fully stocked ecommerce stores, we can 
create a website to meet any need. Just talk to us now!
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Ensure a professional internet presence with a website that does the job that you want! Talk to us about what you 
want to achieve with your website and we will help you reach that goal at a price that makes sense. Simple.

KJL have the skills the people and the energy you need to make your web project a complete success.



Visit our website:
www.kjltd.co.uk 

Email us at:
info@kjltd.co.uk

Or give us a call on:
01268 627111

Stunning on Mobile
All of our websites are 
designed to look great and 
work effectively on mobile 
devices. This also means that 
they rank better on Google, 
meaning your business is 
easy to find online.

PCI Compliance
We run the full array of 
hacker penetration testing 
& PCI Compliance scans for 
only £95 per IP address. This 
ensures full protection for 
online card payments and 
strong resistance to fraud.

Cloud Integration
We are able to connect your 
website to tools such as 
Secure Cloud File Storage, 
automate many services and 
setup real-time links with 
social media, reducing the 
ongoing time requirements. 

Creating something fantastic doesnt cost the Earth
At KJL we pride ourselves on producing a high caliber of 
work, yet we feel that creating a long-lasting partnership 

is more important that charging extortionate prices. This 
is one of the reasons that we base our costing on the 
amount of time it will take to complete a project, not on 
how much money we think we can ask for. 

We can always work to any reasonable budget and create a 
solution that fills the brief effectively. 

Talk to us today. We are ready and waiting to get to work.
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